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NEWS FROM OUR CHAPTERS
Central Mississippi Branch
The last meeting- of the spring season took the form
of a field trip to the Jackson Reservation of the U. S.
Army Engineers Waterways Experiment Station. The
members were much impressed by the Mississippi Basin
model.
The chapter has contributed $10 to the Bulfinch House
Restoration Fund.
Connecticut Valley Branch
Officers for 1963-1964 are: president, Lawrence H.
Shaw, Westover A F B ; vice president, Roger S. Frantz,
Weather Bureau, Bradley Field; secretary-treasurer,
Lt. H. Elliot Palmer, U S A F , Westover A F B .
Geophysical Society of Hawaii
Ingenieur A. Volker, chief of the Service for Water
Management, Netherlands Dept. of Public Works, was
the speaker at a special meeting on 8 August. His talk,
"The Struggle Against the Sea in the Netherlands,"
dealt with the reclamation of soils normally submerged
by seawater, salt water intrusion, groundwater in coastal
areas, and enclosure of tidal inlets. Ir. Volker was in
Honolulu on his way from the Tokyo Symposium on
Delta Areas to the I U G G Congress in Berkeley, Calif.
Greater Miami Branch
Twenty-two members and guests attended the August
meeting in the Weather Bureau Seminar Room of the
Aviation Building.
Neil Frank presented operational
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satellite pictures obtained during hurricane Arlene. The
resulting mosaics showed the gross changes in intensity
of the storm and at the same time a sizeable easterly
wave over Cuba was vividly portrayed.
The featured talk of the evening was presented by
R. C. Gentry, director of the National Hurricane Research Project.
In "The Role of the Rainbands in
Hurricanes," Mr. Gentry first outlined the historical
background of research and theory on rainbands.
He
pointed out that, although a lot of work has been done
in this area during the past twenty years, very little
quantitative information was available on parameters
near or within these bands. Data f r o m N H R P flights
were used to describe the variations of several parameters
across and along the bands in various portions of hurricanes. He showed that these bands are important producers of kinetic energy. A discussion period followed
the talk.
Huachuca Chapter
A special meeting was called on 1 August to take
advantage of the opportunity to hear Dr. Hans Panofsky
of Pennsylvania State University and Dr. Mariano
Estoque, University of Hawaii, as guest speakers on the
subject of micrometeorology.
Guest speaker at the
regular meeting on 14 August was P r o f . Albert Miller
of San Jose State College, Calif., who described his
meteorological research on the West Coast.
London Chapter
Following a social hour and dinner at the Byron
Hotel, Greenfield, Middlesex, on 20 May, the president

for 1963-1964 (left to right): president, Walter A. Bohan; treasurer, George W . Polensky; vice
Warren A. Culbertson; secretary, Joseph L. Goldman; and retiring officers: Dr. Tetsuya Fujita,
George Williams, treasurer; and Harry Volkman, vice president.
The retiring secretary, Donald
is not shown.
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conducted a short business meeting. Members voted to
contribute the remaining chapter funds ($50) to the
Bulfinch House Restoration Fund. Guest speaker for
the evening was Dr. D. G. James of the Meteorological
Office, Bracknell, Berks., who spoke on "Temperature
Measurement from a Satellite."
Officers for 1963-1964 are: president, Lcdr. R. R.
Boiles, USN; 1st vice president, Lt. Col. H. E. Harvey,
USAF; 2d vice precident, Maj. Harold Vartanian,
USAF; secretary, Capt. Cooke Leutwyler, USAF; treasurer, Capt. Robert Vick, USAF.
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For jet age flight safety, for scientific research and cloud physics
studies, for assistance to military
operations

Los Angeles Chapter
The chapter is participating as a co-sponsor of a
special Wright Brothers Memorial Day Banquet to be
held in Los Angeles on 17 December. The Wright Day
celebration, initiated by the Timers Aero-Club of Southern California and supported by some twenty organizations, is under the chairmanship of General Doolittle.
Northeast Florida Branch
Walter Ware, air-conditioning engineer, addressed the
chapter meeting on 31 July on several aspects of this
controlled environment in which many summer hours
are spent. Among the interesting facts brought out
were the variability of comfort related to the age, blood
pressure, etc., of individuals, and the healthful benefits
of air conditioning such as the addition of about seven
years to the life of the heart and up to 40 per cent
increase in food intake with no appreciable increase in
weight, due to increased physical activity.
Heating
and cooling differentials of indoor-outdoor temperatures
were pointed out, and the importance of such factors as
shade, number and size of windows, color of house, type
of floor, walls, roof, insulation, and direction which
house faces were discussed.
The chapter has started its own publication, Weather
Report, which it hopes to expand to include news of
weather personnel and activities in the area, developments and studies in meteorology, and resumes of meetings for the benefit of shift workers, who are unable
to attend because of their evening work.

Selenia integrated weather radar
One integrated system for weather research
and automatic balloon tracking • Choice of X
or C band for use in normal or special meteorological environments • Shipborne version
for military or civil applications • 200 Kw
peak power for maximum penetration and
echo return • Linear-Logarithmic receiver for
quantitative measurements • PPI/RHI/A
displays • Completely automated balloon
track from target acquisition to 180 Km using
automatic data printing unit.

Oklahoma City Meteorological Seminar
The chapter is making advances in its program to
interest students in meteorology and to inform them of
the many possibilities available for a career in this
field. After investigating the science programs of junior
and senior high schools, it appeared that the seventh
grade would be the most suitable level at which to
introduce a stimulus. The science study at this point
is scientific geography, which covers all sciences in
general, whereas later courses continuing on through
high school deal with the specific sciences of biology,
chemistry, and physics. To start the program, Chairman Holbrook requested and received AMS guidance
kits for all the seventh grade science teachers and
student counselors.
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